By starting with the simpliest expression of the first order linear wave equation (Dirac's equation) and by confining the elements of the coefficients (matrices) to the quaternions, H, it is shown that a three "family" structure with three "colors" with charges of 1/3 and 2/3 results with a minimum of assumptions. It is shown how color neutral particles are required for a positive definite probability and further how "colored" gluons are a part of the formulism. The interactions between families ("flavor" conservation) is not accounted for.
A "Ring-Free" Expression for Dirac's Equation
In C, Dirac's equation is often given as (iγ µ ∂ µ − m)ψ = 0 which involves i ∈ C and thus forces the first decision point in transitioning to another mathematical ring. It is well known (see, for example, [3] for a historical review) that only three mathematical rings, R, (the "reals"), C, (the "complexes") and H, (the "quaternions") are candidates for constructing quantum mechanical descriptions-call them QM R , QM C , and QM H , repectively. Complexified quaternions, of the form q = a + bi + cj + dk; a, b, c, d ∈ C have been used in previous works [4, 6, 11, 12] but are not used in this work as they do not form a division algebra and do not give a meaningful probability, see [3] .
For clarity, to avoid the explicit use of i, the most general form (c = = 1) of Dirac's equation is Hψ = (C µ ∂ µ )ψ = (C x ∂ x + C y ∂ y + C z ∂ z + C t ∂ t )ψ = mψ.
To recover the Klein-Gordon equation
the following conditions must hold 2 (true for whatever numerical field):
x,y,z = 1; C 2 t = −1; and {C µ , C ν } = C µ C ν + C ν C µ = 0, where µ = ν. µ, ν = x, y, z, t
Equation (1) can be rewritten
by defining γ µ = (C t , C x , C y , C z ) and this avoids the explicit use of an imaginary scalar. It is understood that the ring-specific scalars will be used to construct the C µ .
Dirac's Equation in H, QM H
Adler [3] has written an excellent book giving a comprehensive treatment and review of quaternion quantum mechanics, QM H . He shows that asymptotically QM H and QM C give the same result and hopes that QM H will explain some of the details (e.g., "flavor" and "color") for which it is not clear that QM C will suffice. This work fits into that scheme in that QM H is used to investigate these quantum numbers. It is the philosophy of this work that QM C -in the guise of quantum electrodynamics -is one of the most successful scientific theories and that QM H can offer no new insight in that realm. Thus QM H , in this work should be interpreted in view of its applicability to "strongly" interacting fermions -specifically quarks.
Starting 4 with (1), where it is to be understood that the elements of C µ and other numbers can now be from the quaternion ring H, to satisfy (3) four anticommuting quantities are needed. It was shown in [2] that one choice, of order 4 -the lowest possible, if one avoids 5 the use of a fourth imaginary i ∈ C throughout the formulism -for the C µ is given in Appendix I.
The three complex units (i, j, k ) in H as compared to the single i ∈ C means that "complex conjugation" has to be clearly specified. The following "modes" of conjugation are defined:
and similarly for Γ j and Γ k -a "single conjugation;"
Both the anticommutator brackets {, } and the commutator brackets [, ] will be used with their usual definition in this article.
3 Throughout this work the position of the indices, µ, ν etc have no significance with respect to covariance or contravariance and are placed for typographical convenience. Repeated indices, however, do indicate summation 4 It was shown in [2] that the results from (1) when using the complex field (C) yields exactly the same formulism as that resulting from using Dirac's gamma matrices. 5 Yefremov [4] , De Leo and Rotelli [7] and Rawat and Negi [11, 12] use a 2x2 representation, but Yefremov and Rawat introduces i ∈ C and De Leo and Rotelli use a preferred complex plane to form a complex scalar product, and these conditions enable a lower order representation. Our approach is purely quaternion.
and similarly for Γ ik and Γ jk , -a "double" conjugation; and
an operation analogous to "complex conjugation" in C and is commonly used, see, for example, [3, 7] and others. It is clear that Γ i , Γ j , Γ k , Γ ij , etc., all commute. It should also be noted that
, where r, s ∈ H
Single Quaternion Conjugation
To explore new physics in H, one must look for a symmetry with respect to a particular operator that is available in H with no parallel in C. One such operator is the conjugation of a subset of i, j, k. It is believed that the first reported use of a conjugation other than a "complete" conjugation was in Welch [2] . In the following example, i-conjugation, will be used but the derivation is the same for j-conjugation and k-conjugation. Suppose
We define a transpose and i-conjugate, of ψ
Taking the transpose and i-conjugate of (4), results in
and by multiplying on the right by γ 1 and taking advantage of the commutation relationships (3)
and to simplify notation
Multiplying (6) on the right by ψ and (4) on the left byψ i and adding gives:
Expanding,
Thus a condition that there be an equation of continuity, for i-conjugation (and similarly for j, k) is
and thus in general no continuity equation results for a single quasi-particle 6 .
Double Quaternion Conjugation
Double quaternion conjugation has the feature that
and double conjugation is isomorphic to single conjugation because which we call ψ and which we call ψ * is arbitrary. However 7 , ψ * may not be a solution to equation (4) .
We define a transpose and jk-conjugate, of ψ
Taking the transpose and jk-conjugate of (4), results in
and by multiplying on the right by γ 2 and taking advantage of the commutation relationships
and now multiplying on the right by γ
and (9) becomes
The term "quasi-particle" will be used for a solution of a single equation which lacks a continuity equation. When more than one "quasi-particles" form a "stable" solution (has a continuity equation), it will deemed a "particle" 7 An oversight was made in my previous work [2] because this point was missed and double conjugation was not investigated.
Multiplying (10) on the right by ψ and (4) on the left byψ jk and adding gives:
and likewise for ki-and ij-conjugations (withψ defined appropriately) to get:
Triple (Complete) Quaternion Conjugation
By taking the transpose and complete conjugation of (4) we get the equation:
and since
and by multiplying on the right by γ 0 gives
and equation (14) becomes
Now by multiplying (4) on the left byψ and (15) on the right by ψ and adding we get
a result analogous to QM C when using "complex conjugation.".
Quaternion Plane Wave Solutions to Dirac's Equation
Using the matrices from Appendix I in equation (4) results in:
It must be noted that if one attempts to make the association of the momentum operator in the x-direction, P x (say), with i∂ x , then it will not in general commute with the Hamiltonian nor with P y , both of which may be quaternions. Adler [3] highlights this fact and examines the extant efforts to deal with this difficulty and finds none are completely satisfactory. Adler does show that in the asymptotic region of scattering that P x , etc., have the expected properties, but there is no apparent resolution of this dilemma for the subasymptotic states.
Let
and (17) becomes
Defining q 1 to be a unit imaginary quaternion 8 , look for plane wave solutions of the form:
where φ µ is not a function of x, y, x, t but can be a quaternion, thus in general, φ µ q = qφ µ , and p x , p y , p z , E ∈ R. For the plane wave trial solution,
which means that solutions exist only if
and defining
then (18), the wave equations, become
Equation (19) has the following 4 independent orthonormal solutions 9 (See Appendix III-1 for the calculation of the normalization factor, which will be supressed from here on) (m = 0):
Note that if one simultaneous reverses the sign of q 1 and m, the solutions remain unchanged. These solutions are valid for both positive and negative energy states and thus these four states are candidates for different spin states of two distinct quasi-particles in the same "family" -as indicated. If m = 0, the solutions are:
The complete wave functions are then:
Then, using the obvious notation
it is easily shown that
and likewise 0 σ σ 0
It is important to note that each of the solutions for m = 0 has a three-fold degeneracy in that q 1 is an arbitrary unit imaginary quaternion thus (for example):
are three mutually independent solutions (i, j, k ∈ H are independent) each representing a two member family (u,d),(s,c), and (b,t) analogous to equation (20) . Making the identification of these states with "families" is a big step and only makes sense if something external to the current theory causes the mass splitting by breaking the quaternion symmetry. Moreever if m = 0, then q 1 is not in the solution so no degeneracy exists. However the dynamics that cause the mass splittings in (22) may also cause degeneracies in the massless solutions of equation (21).
If one looks at the condition required for continuity, then equation (8) for u ↑ results in (See Appendix III-2) for the three independent single conjugations:
m (ip z − p y ) It should also be noted that for the massless solutions (21), Υ c (η) = 0, so that they have a continuity equation under a single comjugation.
Colorless two-quasiparticle solution
If one reverses the sign of q 1 in the solutions (20), which is allowed since the only restriction on q 1 is that it is a unit imaginary, then:ȗ
and for the i-conjugation (red)
which is the negative of the result for of u r ↑ and thus it is reasonable to say
and thus Υ(u Therefore if we consider a "particle" consisting of a quasi-particle and an anti-colored associate quasi-particle, equation (7) becomes
The legitimacy of adding Υ r (u r ) and Υ r (u −r ), where u is a plane wave solution, is the postulation that these Dirac quasi-particles are quark candidates and thus asymptotic freedom validates the use of plane waves in the construction of particles. The quaternion Dirac equation, then, yields a plane wave solution of a single quasi-particle with a characteristic, r, which cannot "exist" (no continuity equation), but the combination of that quasi-particle with an associate quasi-particle with the characteristic, −r, forms a "particle" with a continuity equation. We call that characteristic, of which there are three independent values, "color."
Colorless three-quasiparticle solution
For a three-body colorless particle the following symmetric combination (among others) qualify:
However no colorless combination of three quasi-particles from different families can be constructed using this scheme in contradiction to reality. This dilemma, perhaps, is due to, in our calculation, we are using plane waves. The dynamics that cause the mass splittings in (20) is hypothesized to also allow "family mixing." It could be that solutions representing interactions would satisfy equation (8) . In some way the interactions within a family -where plane wave solutions explain some phenomenon -differ from interactions crossing family lines, where plane waves do not suffice. This, difference, could also explain, "flavor" conservation.
Color/anti-Color two-quasiparticle solution
Examining Table II -2, shows that there are 9 (three within each family) two-quasiparticles combinations with a "color" and an "anti-color" that satisfy equation (8) . For example
and is certainly not colorless. These combinations are candidates for "gluons" -the only differing color anti-color entities available. However this scheme suffers from an embarrassment of riches because such color-color combinations such as jΥ b (s) + kΥ g (s) = 0 also satisfy equation (8) . The author considers this a matter for further investigation.
Electrodynamics

Klein-Gordon
In the presense of an electrodynamic field, A, the Klein-Gordon Equation (2) in C has the following form (see equation XX.30 of [17] ):
and it is well known (see [18, 17] ) that when an electromagnetic field is present that the solutions to the Dirac equation satisfies a second-order equation that differs from the Klein-Gordon equation by a term coupling the spin to the electromagnetic field. In order to explore any further differences introduced by the use of quaternions a different formulism from what is usually presented will be used to enhance the ability to compare. We will first consider the Klein-Grodon equation, then the Dirac equation in C and lastly the Dirac equation in H to more easily distinguish the difference. Hence expanding (23) yields:
It is this form of the equation, with its explicit manifestation of the imaginary i ∈ C, which we want for comparison purposes.
The Complex Electrodynamic Dirac's Equation
The purpose of this section is to show the consistency of the approach and to create a compatible expression in the current formulism for comparison. It offers nothing new. Starting with Dirac's equation (4) and making the minimum substitution yields:
where the relationship of G µ with the electromagnetic field A µ will be made later. Applying the left hand operator twice to get a second order equation yields:
and expanding
where no assumptions have been made about the commutivity among G and γ. If γ and G do commute,
Setting G µ = ieA µ and using the commutation relationships (3) results in:
Klein Gordan Spin Orbit (25)
The Quaternion Electrodynamic Dirac's Equation
In choosing G from H a reasonable (and the simplest) choice -analogous to QM C -is
With this choice [γ, G] = 0 and equation (25) becomes
The most general form ofq, (it is immediately apparent that a no scalar suffices) imposed by the conditions (26) isq
where a, b, c ∈ R and a 2 + b 2 + c 2 = 1, thus there are three mutually independent choices forq, one obvious set (of an infinite number) is: 
So a linear combination, representing a particle composed of three charged quasi-particles, satisfies:
If one wishes this equation to be compatible with (25) when projecting onto a preferred complex plane 11 then a 1 + a 2 + a 3 = 1, and a a 1 = a 2 = 2 3 and a 3 = − 1 3 This has appeal as a model for the proton, but there are no obvious ways to use the same scheme for the neutron or for two quasi-particle constructions ( π's).
Conclusions
The major result is the exposing of the richness afforded by the increased "complexity" of H and one possible scheme to utilize that richness to create "flavor", "color", and electronic charges of thirds. Attributes of the current scheme:
• The correct number of "families".
• The correct number of "colors".
• The right values of quark charges.
• "Color" conservation.
• "Color"less 2-and 3-quasiparticle construction is possible.
• Only H is used and thus the formulism meets the criteria required to construct a quantum mechanics.
• The "spin-orbit" interaction remains unchanged.
• The ability to model fractional electronic charges for the proton.
Unresolved problems include:
• The lack of a suitable operator for momentum in the subasymptotic region.
• The lack of a mass spectrum distinguishing "families."
• The inability to construct colorless particles crossing family lines.
• The "massless" particles have no color, and thus massless gluons are not accounted for.
• Only two massless particles (each with two spin states) are accounted for.
• Colorful two quasi-particles (with no "anti-color") are possible.
• Fractional charges for particle other than protons are not modeled.
A possible criticism of the approach of this paper is that the successes are due to "numerology" -"H has three imaginaries and there are three colors and three families so it is not surprising that some scheme can be concocted to tie them together." However an counter argument could be, "There are three colors and three families because H is the underlying logic of quantum mechanics." The intent of this article is to contribute to the resolution of that debate.
The failures of the current formulism may be due to the lack of any interaction in the descriptions. As pure speculation, an interaction may bring a mass spectrum characterizing the families, may enable the crossing of family lines to enable colorless multi-family particle creation and alter the number of massless (or near massless) particles.
Appendix II, Dirac's Matrices in C One representation to satisfy (1) is Frequently forms similar to q 1 P2 are encountered. The following table is of use.
P q = ip x + jp y + kp z P q i P q j P q k q 1 (−p x − kp y + jp z ) (kp x − p y − ip z ) (−jp x + ip y − p z ) i (−ip x + jp y + kp z ) (−jp x − ip y + p z ) (−kp x − p y − ip z ) j (−jp x − ip y − p z ) (ip x − jp y + kp z ) (p x − kp y − jp z ) k (−kp x + p y − ip z ) (−p x − kp y − jp z ) (ip x + jp y − kp z ) Table IV-1 This table is also useful for forms like q 1 Γ i (P q )q 2 because one can reverse the sign of p x .
Section 1 Orthonormality
We define the norm, N, as the symmetric form (valid also for QM C )
Using u ↑ as an example, which is (a reminder from equation (22) 
m E
The wave functions u ↑ , u ↓ , d ↑ , u ↓ are easily shown to be mutually orthogonal.
Section 2 Continuity Condition
Starting with equation (8) for u ↑ , Results are the same for all of the members in each family. The results for Υ −c are the negative of the table entries.
